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Abstract – In this work, we propose simple hash based message 
authentication and integrity code algorithm for wireless sensor 
networks. The proposed scheme uses pre-shared secret key 
which is obtained from Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellmann (ECDH) 
key exchange algorithm, and is based on modified SHA-1 
(mSHA-1) hash function which helps to compute message 
authentication code for given messages. We suggest two 
scenarios depending on scale of the network, and also analyze 
security of the proposed algorithm. This algorithm provides 
both integrity and authenticity of a message with only one hash 
value.  

Keywords – authentication, keyed hash function, wireless 
sensor networks 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) applications are the 
fast growing technology trend but security and privacy is 
still largely ignored, since they are hard to achieve given the 
limited computation and energy resources available at 
sensor node level. However, secure communication is a 
requirement for many WSN applications to ensure integrity 
and authenticity of transmitting data. In many cases it is 
sufficient to secure data transfer between the sensor nodes 
and the base station. In particular, the base station must be 
able to ensure that the received message was sent by 
specific sensor node and not modified while transferring. 
Many WSN applications such as health-care monitoring 
systems or military domains needs strong and lightweight 
authentication schemes to secure data from unprivileged 
users. The authenticity and integrity of messages received 
by base station greatly influence final tracking results [1, 2].  

In this paper, we propose a new hash based 
authentication scheme for wireless sensor networks which 
reduces the computational overhead of sensor nodes and 
produces strong unique message authentication code (MAC) 
for a particular message. SHA-1 hash function modified 
with the help of regularly distributed pseudo random 
function [10] which provides collision resistant requirement 
for hash functions and the pre-shared secret key obtained 
from ECDH secret key exchange algorithm. The main goal 
of this work is to reduce communication and computation 
overheads while achieving strong and secure authentication 
scheme for wireless sensor networks. Also, the scheme can 
be designed as an extendable algorithm to prevent flooding 

and forgery attacks from malicious and unauthorized sensor 
nodes. 

The rest of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we 
discuss about previous works on MAC based authentication 
schemes for WSN. The description of proposed scheme is 
given in section 3. The results with real examples and 
security of this scheme are shown in section 4. Finally, 
section 5 concludes the paper with discussing the future 
work as well.  
 

II. RELATED WORKS 
 

Message authenticity and integrity is a critical issue for 
network security, as network must guarantee the delivery of 
message without any modification or alteration. This 
consideration tends to be also one of the main issues of 
WSNs. There are some related works in MAC based 
authentication protocols for wireless sensor networks.  

T. H. Lee [3] and Wong et al. [4] proposed strong 
password based authentication protocols which are almost 
similar to each other. These algorithms can reduce 
computational load and have reliable time synchronization 
but they are weak against user-password security attacks 
and not mentioned about which MAC algorithm to use.  

T. Yao et al. [5] described authentication protocol for 
broadcasting messages using one-way key chain and secure 
acknowledgements, but there is no time synchronization and 
even one malicious node can disrupt the whole broadcasting 
process because of unknowing key-chain. 

Kim et al. [6] proposed the algorithm for detecting and 
dropping fabricated reports from representative nodes using 
message authentication codes. However, according to our 
knowledge, this scheme brings to communication overload 
due to number of MACs which are computed by 
representative nodes.  

According to previous works and problems, our main 
target is decreasing computing power for authentication 
process with the help of message authentication code 
(MAC) algorithm which provides strong, unique and secure 
MACs.  

 
III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME 

 
In this section, we describe in detail simple hash based 

authentication scheme for wireless sensor networks. 



A. ECDH 
To implement MAC algorithm, we use pre-shared 

secret keys between sensor nodes and base station, which 
are obtained with the help of Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellmann 
(ECDH) key exchange algorithm. ECDH is reliable 
algorithm in terms of energy consumption and 
communication overhead constraints of WSN. ECDH 
provides the same security level as normal Diffie-Hellmann 
with smaller key sizes. Security of this algorithm is based on 
Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem. Within ECDH, 
a secret key sK between sensor node and base station is 

established. The detailed description of this key exchange 
algorithm is given in [7]. 

 
B. Pseudo random function and using modified SHA-1 as 

a MAC 
As we mentioned above, the authenticity and integrity 

of transmitting messages must be secure and easy to 
compute. The procedures below are the detailed explanation 
of our proposed scheme. 

First, we list the notations and their corresponding 
definitions on Table 1. 

TABLE 1. NOTATIONS 

Symbol Definition 

sK  The common key shared between sensor 
node and base station 

X
SK  The key stored on base station’s database 

which is shared between sensor node X 
and base station 

)( iwF  Pseudo-random function in modified 
SHA-1 hash function 

H Modified SHA-1 hash function 

)(MMACX  Message authentication code of sensor 
node X over message M 

destAdr Address of destination 

|| Concatenation 

 
We use modified SHA-1 hash function to compute message 
authentication code of a given message M. We made 
modification to SHA-1(mSHA-1) hash function using 
regularly distributed pseudo-random function. The detailed 
description of this algorithm is given in [10]. As we know, 
original SHA-1 uses logical functions on its main loop:  

))(()(),,( DBCBDCBf i ∧¬∨∧=  

DCBDCBf i ⊕⊕=),,(  

)()()(),,( DCCBCBDCBf i ∧∨∧∨∧=  
DCBDCBf i ⊕⊕=),,(  

We changed these logical functions with pseudo-random 
function which gives unique hash values for a particular 
message due to its randomness and no repeating period. 
According to that algorithm, the pseudo-random function is: 

2*)( ii wwF = which is input value for the main loop in 

mSHA-1. We add secret key sK to the function and it 

becomes as follows:  

Sii KwwF *2*)( =    (1) 

Adding the secret key gives us the keyed hash function 
which can be used as a message authenticity and integrity 
code (MAC). The output value of hash function depends 
only on secret key and the input message. It means that only 
the holders of secret key can compute appropriate hash 
value for the message.  

MAC of the message is computed as follows: 
)()( MHMMAC kK =   (2) 

In this paper, we suggest two scenarios according to 
network size of the application. We concatenate address of 
destination to the message in case of clustered WSNs and 
the formula becomes as follows: 

 )||()( destAdrMHMMAC kK =   (3)  

The length of hash value is 160-bit the same as SHA-1. 
The Figure 1 is the pseudo code of the proposed 

algorithm.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. The pseudo code of the algorithm 
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C. Scenarios:  
For this algorithm we can propose two different 

scenarios according to the network size. Scenario 1 is for 
static or small-sized WSNs where numbers of sensor nodes 
are not huge. We suggest using clustered WSNs in case of a 
large number of sensor nodes in WSN. Scenario 2 can be 
used for big-scale applications where transmitted data goes 
to base station through cluster-head.  

Scenario 1: 
We assume that we have static WSN where sensor 

nodes can directly connect to the base station.  Suppose, 
sensor node A has message M and pre-shared sK secret key 

with base station.  
1. Sensor node A computes AMAC with the help of 

secret key over message M, and then sends it to a 
base station. 

2. The base station computes '
AMAC  of received 

message using the secret key A
SK  which is shared 

with sensor node A.  

3. Then compares '
AMAC  with received AMAC ; if 

result is appropriate, then the received message 
counts as an authenticated. 

The overall handshake of this scenario is given in 
Figure 2. This scenario is suggested to small-scale 
applications where point to point communication is possible. 

 
Figure 2. The overall handshake of this scenario 1. 

 
Scenario 2: 
We assume that we have a clustered WSN that is 

composed of a large number of sensor nodes, and the sensor 
nodes are able to organize a cluster automatically after 
deployment in a field of interest. Suppose, sensor node A 
has message M and pre-shared sK secret key with base 

station. 

1. Sensor node A computes AMAC with the help of 
secret key over message M and destination address, 
and then sends it to a cluster-head.  

2. Cluster-head has its own database of keys which 
are pre-shared between its cluster-nodes and base 

station. Cluster-head computes '
AMAC of received 

message using the common key sK  with sensor 

node A. 
3. Then compares two MAC values; if result is 

appropriate, then forwards it to base station, 
otherwise the message counts as an 
unauthenticated and returns it to sensor node A. 

The overall handshake of this scenario is illustrated in 
Figure 3. The advantage of using clustered WSNs is 
reducing communication overhead.   

 
Figure 3. The overall handshake of Scenario 2 

 
In this case, cluster–head stores only the pre-shared 

secret keys of its own clusters and base station. Sending 
message through cluster-head reduces number of 
communications and prevents flooding attack from 
malicious nodes. 

 
IV. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED SCHEME 

 
We analysis security of the proposed scheme in terms 

of uniqueness of the MAC value and a quantitative 
performance analysis with respect to communication and 
computation overheads in terms of energy consumption. 
 
A. Security analysis 

The proposed scheme is based on modified SHA-1 hash 
function which uses regularly distributed pseudo-random 
function. The randomness and no repeating period of this 
function give us unique hash values. By adding secret key 
we achieved the keyed hash function which can be used as a 



MAC of message. Unauthorized users or attackers cannot 
calculate hash value of the message without knowing pre-
shared secret key. Clustered WSNs helps to achieve one of 
our main goals which is to reduce the number of 
communications and prevent network flooding attack. 
Additionally, mSHA-1 fulfills the computational constraints 
of the sensor nodes. Cluster-head compares the received 
MAC with its own computed MAC for a received message, 
and reacts depending on result of comparison.  
 
B. Efficiency Analysis  

We will now shortly analyze the proposed algorithm 
with respect to energy consumption. As reported in [12], a 
Chipcon CC1000 radio device used in Crossbow 
MICA2DOT motes consumes 28.6 and 59.2 μJ to receive 
and transmit one byte, respectively, at an effective data rate 
of 12.4 kb/s. In TinyOS by default each message consists of 
10 bytes header and a 29 bytes payload. In our case, the 
length of message authentication code is 20 bytes which 
includes address of destination. ZigBee specifies a 
maximum packet length of 128 bytes. Therefore the 
maximum payload is theoretically 100. We assume a packet 
of 128 bytes, 100 for the payload and 20 bytes for the 
header ensuing a 8-byte preamble, consists of source, 
destination, length, packet ID, CRC, and a control byte [12]. 
We also assume that the length of message M is 20 bytes. 
We can calculate the energy consumption SE for sending 

and RE  receiving message M: 

SE = (20+20+8)*59.2 = 2.84mJ; 

RE = (20+20+8)*28.6 = 1.37mJ; 
If more than 100 bytes have to be transmitted the 

message has to be split and sent in chunks. The overhead for 
sending a payload of x  total bytes can be estimates as 
follows: 

]
100

[*28)( xxp =   (4) 

The total energy consumption )(xET for transmitting 
(i.e., receiving and sending) a message M of x  bytes can be 
estimated as follows: 

B
bxxpEExE RST 8*))((*)()( ++=  (5) 

Let’s assume the length of message as 200 bytes and 
compute the total energy consumption: 

1. bytesxp 562*28]
100
200[*28)( ===  

2. SE = (20*2+8*2+200)*59.2 = 15.15mJ 

3. RE = (20*2+8*2+200)*28.6 = 7.32mJ 

4. )(xET = (15.15+7.32)*(56+200)*8/200 = 230.1mJ 
We have estimated energy consumptions for sending 

data from sensor node and receiving it by base station, and 
also calculated the total energy consumption in terms of 
overall communication for the message of 200 bytes. Some 
conclusions can be drawn from these analyses. First, the 
communication overhead is low compared to other related 
authentication schemes in section II. Second, MAC 
algorithm is based on strong and reliable keyed hash 
function which is impossible to compute appropriate hash 
values without knowing secret key.  
 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
We have proposed a new approach for message 

authentication in wireless sensor networks. The proposed 
scheme is based on modified SHA-1 hash function by using 
regularly distributed pseudo random function. The reliable 
MAC algorithm provides both message authenticity and 
integrity for unique messages. We analyzed security and 
efficiency of the proposed scheme. Additionally, we 
suggested two scenarios according to the number of sensor 
nodes. In future, this scheme can be extended to as an 
intrusion detection system to detect and reject malicious 
nodes in wireless sensor networks by using MACs. 
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